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Novel techniques for low noise microwave generation 
with optical frequency combs

Low phase noise  microwave signals  are  of  prime importance for  a  variety of  applications,  from radar  and
telecommunication to synchronization of large instruments (VLBI, FEL,...) and time-keeping primary frequency
standards. By phase locking a self-references optical frequency comb (OFC) to a state-of-the-art umtra-stable
laser, and photo-detection the train of pulses of the femtosecond laser that lies at the heart of the frequency
comb, one establishes a phase coherent link between the optics and microwave. The photo-generated microwave
signal's phase is a frequency down-converted copy of that of the ultra-stable laser with, in the ideal mathematics
case a noise strongly reduced (-86dB for a transfer between a 200THz continuous laser and a 10GHz microwave
signal). The excess noise that is inevitably added by the OFC-based transfer can be made very small by applying
several techniques that I will be describing in this presentation.
1) A fiber-based OFC with an intra-cavity electro-optic modulator can exhibit  a  large feed-back bandwidth
enabling the free-running OFC noise to be negligible of other parameters that may limit the microwave phase
noise
2) Magic point operating point in fast InGaAs pin photo-detector can be found and used to make the microwave
phase  immune  to  amplitude  fluctuation  of  the  laser  that  otherwise  is  a  strong  limitation  factor  of  the
photo-detection technique.
3) High linearity photo-detector and pulse repetition rate multiplier (PRRM) allow for larger microwave signals
achievable, which, in turn, lowers the white phase noise plateau of the generated microwave signal.
4)  Combining  PRRM  with  dual  photo-detection  allows  for  low  sensitivity  of  the  magic  point  operation
(vanishing amplitude-phase conversion).
5) Transfer of spectral purity from one cw laser to another one operating at a different wavelength allows to use
the best optical ultra-stable reference available to realize low phase noise microwave generation. We recently
demonstrated a limit of such transfer as low as 3x10-18 at 1s integration time (see figure).

Figure :  stability  (modified  Allan  deviation)
of  a  transfer  of  spectral  purity  experiment  
between  a  laser  at  1µm  and  one  at  1.5µm.  The  
green  curve  is  representative  of  a  more  simple
low-quality setup.

Although the combination of all the said technique is still a work under progress, each has been  experimentally
demonstrated to be a valid approach. Excess phase noise, at 1Hz from a 12GHz carrier as low as -120dBc/Hz
were demonstrated [1]. Phase noise as low as -150dBc/Hz at Fourier frequencies higher than 1kHz are now
routinely realized for the same carrier frequency, with high Fourier frequency plateau in the -160dBc/Hz range
[2]. This OFC-based technique is therefore an extremely promising research path for extremely low phase noise
microwave signal generation.
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